Stream API plug-in for WordPress
Plug-in Installation
Please visit http://www.idioma.com/en-GB/services/stream-translation-api/downloads/ to get the
free plug-in zip file.

You will need to create new client for testing in sandbox mode as well as new real client in
production mode later. Please visit http://www.idioma.com/en-GB/partners/for-developers/ to
create your own sandbox account. You will receive the client’s credentials to provided email.
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If you want to use the plug-in in production mode and order real translations for your web, you will
need the free upgrade to full status first. In this step you will acquire partner status with idioma and
access to idioma portal as new agent for your own client(s).

You need to create real client(s) on the idioma portal. Please visit http://tc.idioma.com and login with
your credentials, which you entered in the upgrade process. You will enter your partner account,
where you can add new client(s). Use the same credentials of your client as you enter here for
authorization of the plug-in in the production mode.
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WordPress administration
There is a new item “Stream API” in the WordPress administration menu after plug-in installation.
There is a submenu with “Carts“ management and “Settings“ where you set up the plug-in and
manage the authorization with idioma servers.

First, you need to link the plug-in to your idioma’s account. Choose the account type you wish to use
in Authorization section of the Stream API settings and log in with your client’s credentials to idioma
portal when asked.
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The Stream API may be set to Sandbox mode. You can test the functionality, while there is no real
translation provided. This mode is free of charge.
To upgrade the sandbox account to production version please select the option in the Stream API
settings under ”Authorization” tab. If you want to change mode, you have to delete all not-ordered
carts and/or wait until all translations are finished first.
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Please be sure to set up basic information in the Settings. You should select the target languages for
your translations from the list of languages.

The list contains languages which are currently supported by idioma. If you need any other language
support, please contact idioma.
You are able to set permalink structure to support the Stream API plug-in’s functionality.
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There is an option to specify BB tag attributes for translation in the BB Code tab.

As a first step, you need to create a new cart. Please select the menu Stream API > Carts. Choose
“New cart” button and then you select name and source language for the new cart.
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You can access the translation function through content lists or by editing the selected item.

Please choose multiple items from the content list and use “Bulk actions”, where you select
“Translate” option. In the content list, you can add an item to the cart selectively by choosing the “+”
icon and selecting the “Add by translation” option as well.
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You are asked to select the target languages or only the cart depending on the method mentioned
above. If multiple items (pages) are selected, you have an option to request proofreading for them at
once.

You will see a confirmation about the action.
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There is a detailed menu of the Stream API on the right side of the item’s Edit page. Please select the
required languages you wish to translate to, select the cart and confirm with “Add selected to cart”
button. Please note he “request proofreading” option where you can directly allow the service for
current item.

You will see the confirmation on current edit page.
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Next you are able to manage the Cart in the Stream API > Carts menu.
When a new cart is created, there are available options:
•
•
•

“X” icon for Delete
Detail
Estimate

Other options will appear during the cart’s translation process.

“Estimate“ action will send the cart to idioma servers to generate the word count and price offer.
“Detail“ option will show the content and the setup of the selected cart.
With “Delete“ option, you are able to remove the cart completely. Please note that Delete option is
available only until you order the cart.
The cart detail contains a set up for proofreading. Please select the option for required items from
the list before you “Estimate cart” with the button in the top left corner.

You are able to delete specific items or cancel all items of selected language(s) in the cart detail.
Select the red “X” icon to delete an item or cancel the language with “Language bulk actions” option.
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With “Item bulk actions” you are able to delete or set proofreading option to selected items.
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When the estimation is finished, you are able to see the price and download the PDF with detailed
offer in the cart detail.
The “Order cart“ action will appear now and you can send the cart to be translated for the offered
price.
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You will be informed in the cart list when the translation is finished. You can “Import“ the translated
text in the cart detail, which will generate new translated content.

If you selected the Proofreading option for the cart, you are able to continue using the “Language
bulk actions” option. Partially delivered translation can be imported and processed for proofreading.
This may help with large projects, where some of languages can be finished earlier than others.
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After the proofreading of the cart is finished you can select the “Detail“ to see proofreading details
and eventually any layout notes before the final proofreading “import” action in the cart detail.
You can find the translation in the content list under specific language flag. You can check on the item
statuses, which are indicated with interactive icons. Please click the icon to proceed with offered
action.
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